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Airbnb is a highly popular short-term rental platform, operating globally since 2008. Its wide 
success is based primarily on its reliance upon the “experience economy”, offering immersion in 
the local culture, personalization and affordability. Over the years Airbnb has come to unify a 
certain community of like-minded, up and coming generations of travelers. However, 2020 has 
plunged the company into a crisis the like of which it has never experienced before.

As all other hospitality platforms and facilities, Airbnb has been ravaged by COVID-19. Starting in 
February, hosts globally reported an increasing volume of booking cancellation. The company’s 
first response was to institute an Extenuating Circumstances Policy, which allowed guests to 
cancel reservations and receive full refund as long as these reservations had been made on or 
before March 14th with a check in date between March 14th and June 30th (this latter date has 
been revised and pushed forward at least four times). This infuriated hosts, some of whom earn a 
living through small hospitality businesses they operate though Airbnb. The backlash led to the 
company establishing a $250 million fund which will cover 25% of the cancellation payments the 
hosts were due to receive. 

Apart from this policy, the company has also announced the Enhanced Cleaning Initiative. Hosts 
will have the option to follow special cleaning protocols created in collaboration with medical 
health professionals, leaders in the medical hygiene industry and the CDC*. If they do, they will 

get a shout-out on their property pages; if they do not follow through with the protocols, the 
guest reviews will act as a system of checks and balances.

Whether this will be enough to win back trust of the Airbnb guests is the most 
important question. Because the post-COVID world is and will be a world of shaken 
trust and confidence. Hotels have an edge over Airbnb here, not only because they have 

exhibited greater leniency in terms of cancellation and refund policies, but also because they will 
implement cleaning and sanitation standards and will market them to regain client confidence. 
Marriott has already made announcements regarding electrostatic spraying technology to spread 
disinfectants and Hilton plans to “seal” rooms to indicate that nobody has entered the room since 
it was last disinfected. Airbnb – and the Airbnb guests – will rely on hosts to take on both the 
disinfecting cost and the responsibility.

With these issues still unresolved, Airbnb is looking for ways to reimagine its business model. 
Demand on longer-stay options has been increasing and many locations reported shift from 
primarily international to predominantly local demand. Hosts are thus instructed to also reposition 
their properties as ideal “staycation” or work-from-home options. Under the global pandemic, 
affordable temporary accommodation is in demand and this is the niche Airbnb is aiming to 
capture.

*U.S. Center for Diseases Control and Prevention 

Hospitality Giant Under Pressure
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AIRBNB IN TBILISI 

The Unprecedented Supply Growth

Airbnb made a landfall in Tbilisi in 2016; since then, supply of active rentals has grown by 6,924%. 
The first breakthrough happened in the third quarter of 2016, when between June and July, the 
number of listed properties shot up from 229 to 2,753, registering a 1,102% growth. Month-on-
month growth between August and July was also significant at 54% if not quite as impressive. 
Since then, average monthly growth rate of active listings has stabilized at 3%. 

As of the end of 2019, Tbilisi was home to 15,260 Airbnb rental units. The number had 

peaked at 15,830 in September of that year but has since then dropped to 10,016 (April 2020) due 
to the reduced international demand and also very likely due to the quarantine needs of the 
property owners. Distribution between the three property types offered the following: Entire 
Homes (EH) account for 82% of the entire supply and Private Rooms (PR) account for 17% of it; 
the rest are Shared Room (SR) options. Additionally, nearly half of all EH options are one-
bedroom apartments. Two-bedroom apartments follow closely at 30.6% and the rest vary 
between studio and three- to six-bedroom options.
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Primary demand on Airbnb in Tbilisi comes from leisure oriented, international visitors. In 
high season – between May and September - as many as 12,000-12,500 guests are hosted 
per month. Top guest city is Moscow, closely followed by St. Petersburg. On the 
domestic market, which is still quite underdeveloped, top guest city for Tbilisi is Tbilisi, 
followed by Batumi. An overall ranking for the properties on the market is quite high at 
4.72 out of 5 points; 89% of listings are rated 4.5 or higher.

Guests tend to lean more towards Entire Homes than towards the other two 
options on the platform. One reason for this is high affordability of Airbnb in Tbilisi –
at low season, one could rent an entire apartment for an average of $31. Due to high 
supply, hosts have to compete on quality and service offerings to capture the lagging 
demand. Hence, the overall high quality – and high client satisfaction – on the market. 

The primary complaint against Airbnb is that in some international cases, neighborhoods 
become densely populated with active listings, which undercuts the existence of the very 
local community that Airbnb’s value propositions seems to uphold. This “evolving door of 
strangers” has been heavily criticized and in some metropolises has become a foundation 
for Airbnb regulation. Tbilisi does not yet seem to suffer from the same effect. Regardless 
of the high number of listings, Airbnb neighborhood communities seem to be content 
with the changes brought on by this new hospitality trend. 

Guest Profile and Preferences
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Effectiveness of The Tourism Campaign

In spite of the skyrocketed growth of supply, demand on Tbilisi Airbnb has always remained a 
couple steps behind. Compared to growth in active listings, booking demand (expressed as the 
number of booked properties) inches upwards at a much slower pace. This uneven growth is 
the reason why demand rate (ratio of the booked properties to the total number of active 
listings) fluctuated between a low of 24% and a high of 39% between 2016 and 2018. 2019 

however saw a major surge in booking demand – 55% of listings in Q3 had been booked. This 
is also the season, when the number of active listings peaked at nearly 15,830, 
meaning that an all-time high booking demand on Tbilisi Airbnb indeed 
registered July to September, 2019.

This trend is impressive considering that 2019 was not a typical year for Georgian hospitality 
and tourism. Due to the political tensions between Russia and Georgia in late June, flights 
between the two countries ceased and many a lodging facility suffered because of the 
subsequent loss of demand. Like all other accommodation options predominantly reliant on 
international tourism, Tbilisi Airbnb market exhibits a clear-cut seasonality. Occupancy rate 
starts to climb from January to April, then plateaus and starts another climb from May to 
September, when occupancy peaks. Hence the curve is characterized by two annual pikes –
first in April and second in September. This trend is consistent across all listed property types. 

In 2019, occupancy achieved its first peak in April and then started to plateau in case of private 
and shared rooms and drop in case of entire homes. However, instead of a June uptake, we saw 
a drastic reduction – in July Entire Homes’ occupancy fell 18 percentage points, while those of 
Private and Shared Rooms fell well below 10%. 

Given that Russia supplies the highest number of Airbnb guests, this was to be expected. What 
is interesting, however is how fast and how effectively the market recovered. September peak 
was achieved regardless - an effect that has surely to be attributed to the Spend Your Summer 

in Georgia campaign, organized and led by the Georgian National Tourism Administration.

This being said, it should be noted that listings still underperformed in September (EH 
occupancy at 50%) compared to April 2019 (EH occupancy at 57%). 
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Uptick in demand did not reflect positively upon room rates. Over the last three years, these 
have been quite stable for Private and Shared Room options and dropping steadily for Entire 
Homes. The highest rate for the latter registered in Q3 2016 at $43. Between 2018 and 2019, 
rates seem to have stabilized between $32-34. 

While rates remain relatively non-seasonal, generated revenues reflect the occupancy
dynamics. Median monthly revenue for Entire House exceeds $500 in high season and has 
fallen to as low as $190 in low season. In summer 2019 hosts of Entire Homes earned an 
average of $317 per month, primarily due to low occupancy rates. Private and Shared Rooms 
brought in even lower revenues given that they are priced below Entire Homes and tend to 
also have lower occupancies. Given the eventfulness of 2019, August 2018 remains the most 
profitable month to date for all listed properties. Given a dismal start of the 2020 tourism 
season, it is unlikely that that performance will soon be topped.  
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IMPORTANCE OF SSMES ECONOMIC & POLITICAL UNCERTAINTY

Airbnb Amidst the COVID-Crisis 

Unsurprisingly, effects of COVID-19 have extended to Tbilisi Airbnb market as well. 
These effects became the most pronounced in April and will likely extend to May 
as well. 

As the year began, the dynamics of active listings seemed to follow the established 

seasonality trend, dropping slightly between January and March. In April 
however, supply plummeted from 14,228 active listings down to 10,016 
– a 29.6% reduction. Hosts have presumably taken their properties off of the 

platform due to one or both of the following reasons: first, demand rate, which 
typically grows between February and May, reversed its established upwards trend 
from February to March and then further and more steeply from March to April. 
Reduction in bookings/cancellations as well as uncertainty over the revival of 
tourism season must have underscored decision to cease Airbnb activity for many 
a host. Additionally, it is possible that under given restrictions, some hosts chose to 
use their apartments for quarantine needs.
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In terms of occupancy, January and February of 2020 outperformed the same months in 
2019, however starting in March, rate dropped below the last year’s levels. Entire Homes 
registered an occupancy level of 47% in March ’19 and 37% in March ’20. April occupancy 
in 2019 stood at 57%; in 2020 this number had dropped to 40%. April, the first occupancy 
peak of the year has shown a downturn; whether September peak will be achievable is as 
yet unclear. 
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The question may be posed – with borders locked, who accounted for the registered occupancy
levels? There is no official data to answer this question but occupiers are most likely (1)
international tourists who got stranded in Tbilisi and (2) Tbilisi residents who needed to
quarantine and move out of their homes. Reduced supply should also be taken into
consideration. In April, the number of room nights available was substantially lower than the
same number in the previous months. Larger share of this reduced offering may have been
occupied, but that does not been that the absolute numbers were significant as well.

Decreasing demand has likely affected the rates at which hosts advertise their flats, however it is also
worth noting that Airbnb rental rates exhibit long-term decreasing tendency. There was no drastic
change to observe; rates dropped quite gradually between January and March and then
counterintuitive experienced an uptick in April, increasing from $26 to $30. This may again be due to
a reduction in supply of Airbnb listings – the more expensive options seem to have remained
operational. Overall however, given the locked borders, Tbilisi hosts seem to have found listing
removal a more salient option that reduction of rent rates.

In tow with reduced demand, revenues generated by rentals reduced too. Entire Homes generated
$246 in April 2020 compared to $445 they had generated in the previous year.
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IMPORTANCE OF SSMES ECONOMIC & POLITICAL UNCERTAINTY
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Airbnb is facing its biggest challenge yet and it is 
unclear how well the platform will recover. There 
are issues to contend with and the matter of 
guests’ trust and confidence is paramount. 
Whether the company reinvents itself and how 
well it tackles this particular problem will be 
significant for hosts worldwide.  

Tbilisi Airbnb market was oversupplied, but the 
book rate increase in 2019 was a hopeful sign 
that demand may be growing. However, left 
without revenue, hosts of nearly 4,212 properties 
took their houses and flats off of the platform.

In the short term, we expect more and 
more houses to be taken off and listed as 
long-term rentals. With self-isolation and 

social distancing guidelines, demand on the latter 
will grow and homeowners will want to capture 
the rising tide through alternative means. Those 
who remain in the Airbnb business will have to 
put a lot of energy into enticing guests and 
assuring them that they abide by the cleanliness 
and hygienic standards, reducing exposure and 
touch points. In the process, face-to-face 
communication and the sharing aspect of the 
Airbnb’s value proposition may be lost, which will 
further undercut the success of the platform, not 
just here but worldwide. 

Having thought of this problem, Airbnb has 
introduced a pilot project, which lets hosts 
stream demonstrations of cultural and local 
customs, cooking, etc. The initial responses to 
these have reportedly been positive. However, 
whether this is a sustainable enterprise or not is 
under question. After all, it is easier to engage in 
virtual cooking classes when you are 
quarantining at home; it will be harder to capture 
general interest once lockdown measures are 
eased.

Increased cost of disinfecting and 
cleaning will put strain on hosts. We do 

not expect prices to rise, as affordability will still 
be the major playing card for Airbnb. This means 
that hosts who do not add or increase their 
cleaning fees, will have to deduct the costs from 
revenue, majorly reducing their income. This is 
yet another reason why some of them may 
choose to look for alternative rental options. 

We expect economy and midscale hotels 
in Tbilisi to recapture tourist demand 
from Airbnb. To retain competitive edge over 

the former, one solution for the latter may be to 
tighten regulations and screening processes of 
their hosts, to ensure client trust and retention. In 
the process however, Airbnb may risk 
standardizing to a point where it undercuts its 
own business model as well as its value 
proposition.  
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Active Listing – property listed as available for any number of days in a given time period
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Airbnb Experience – an Airbnb service providing activities designed and led by locals for Airbnb 
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Airbnb Plus – luxury class of Airbnb, offering properties that have been verified by the company 
for “quality and comfort”

Booked Property – property that was booked at least once in a given time period 

Demand Rate – only used in this report, this term denotes the share of booked properties in the 
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Entire Home – type of listing where the entire property is available for rent 

International Visitor Trips – “International visitor is a traveler taking a trip to a main destination 
outside his/her usual environment, for less than a year, for any main purpose (business, leisure 
or other personal purpose) other than to be employed by a resident entity in the country or place 
visited.” (GNTA)
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Percentile – a statistical measure indicating the value below which that given percentage of 
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